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Whole Genome Sequencing:
our greatest expertise
We use the most advanced technology in both Next-Generation Sequencing
(NGS) and in Lab Automation to deliver the best quality and accuracy for your
results. Our technology allows us to sequence your entire DNA with unparalleled
precision, instead of focusing on only small parts of the DNA.

NovaSeq 6000
Sequencing System: the
next era in sequencing
Immensa
We have built our own
genome analysis platform.
Dante Labs accelerates the
analysis of genomic data into
actionable
information
through
best-in-class
automated interpretation and
reporting

The NovaSeq 6000 Sequencing
System unleashes groundbreaking
innovations to let us get scalable
throughput for our sequencing
method. It enables us to grow
quickly
and
offer
premium
turnaround time services, while
analyzing both WGS and WES in a
flexible and dynamic way.

Discover 100% of your DNA

DANTE LABS

Empower yourself with the only DNA
Test worldwide that analyzes 100% of
your DNA. Other DNA Tests only give
you limited information based on a
fraction of your DNA

WGS & WGZ

WGS
130X+30X

A New Approach to your
Health
Start making conscious health
decisions. Take a proactive
approach to your health with
insights on your genetic
predispositions, drug
response and Well-being

Full Genomic Data
Get access to your full genomic data,
learn more as science progresses.
Whole Genome Sequencing Test is the
best lifetime investment: sequence
once, get actionable tools for life!

WGS 30X

WGS 30X

Whole Genome Sequencing Test is most suitable for people interested
in Genetic Health Risks and DNA-Based Fitness and Nutrition
information.

Reaction to
Medication

WHAT YOU GET

Choose the best training for you
based on your Whole Genome.
Discover how your DNA impacts
your fitness, sport
activities and performance

Discover your response
to over 120 medications.
Learn more about your
required dosages

Health
Learn about predispositions
to over 100 common
diseases, including hereditary
cancer. Get actionable
insights to drive
your personalized prevention

Scientific Fitness

Full Access to your
Genomic Data
Nutrition
Discover what your Genome
has to say about
your diet, metabolism, food
intolerance and allergies, sleep,
and body morphology

This genomic data is an
extremely powerful tool to
start a life-long journey of
discovery. You can learn more
as science progresses
(FASTQ, BAM, VCF)

WGZ
130X+30X

Whole GenomeZ is the preferred test for people facing or seeking
diagnosis for Rare and Genetic diseases, utilising higher coverage in
coding regions of DNA. Whole Genome Sequencing & Whole Exome
Sequencing, not simply combined, but optimized together!
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Coverage is what we are more proud of!
Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) Test analyzes 100% of human DNA. Particularly, entire coding (exon) and
non-coding (intron) regions of the genome are analyzed. When sequencing your genome, there is an important
concept known as coverage. The concept of coverage is similar to megapixels in your camera.
The more megapixels your camera has, the clearer the image.
The higher the coverage, the better the data quality. Coverage refers to the number of times the sequencing
machine will sequence your genome. To significantly reduce the potential for errors, Dante Labs sequences
your genome many times (at least 30 times!).

30X

Whole Genome Sequencing

130X+30X

Whole GenomeZ

WHOLE GENOME SEQUENCING TEST
FOR DIET, FITNESS & WELLNESS

Discover. Improve. Live
a long and healthier life
Discover actionable insights to
choose the right exercises,
optimize your training, focus
your efforts.
Your DNA contains information
about how your body reacts to
Workout.
Receive
insights
for Fitness, Endurance, Strengt
h, Sprint, and Injuries.

WHOLE GENOME SEQUENCING TEST
FOR DIET, FITNESS & WELLNESS

DNA is ready to support
your goals
Reach your goal
weight faster with personalized
advice.
Discover what your Genome has
to say about
your diet, metabolism, food
intolerance and allergies! Use
what you learn to make informed
decisions.

WHOLE GENOME SEQUENCING TEST
FOR DIET, FITNESS & WELLNESS

Your well-being
Learn
about
over
70 conditions.
Get actionable insights
to
drive
your
personalised prevention.

ALREADY SEQUENCED YOUR GENOME?

Additional Reports & Scientific Fitness Report
After purchasing the Whole Genome Sequencing Service, dive even
deeper into your DNA with our Additional Reports, more specifics and
comprehensive. Our Scientific Fitness Report was developed in
partnership with professional trainers and sports scientists.
ACMG Panel
ALS Report
Asthma Susceptibility Report
Ataxia Report
Autoimmunity Report
Cardiovascular Report
Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome
Endocrinology Report
Marfan Syndrome Report
Metabolic Report
Methylation mechanisms
Mitochondrial Diseases
Multiple Myeloma Report
Myotonic Dystrophy Report
Nephrology Report
Neurology Report
Osteopetrosis Report
Parkinson - Alzeheimer - Dementia Report
and more...

Our Scientific Fitness Report gives you
actionable insights to choose the right exercises,
optimize your training, focus your efforts.
Get advice on:
Choose the right exercises
Optimize your physique
Injuries
Strength
Endurance
Sprint
Sport-related Nutrigenomics

ALREADY SEQUENCED YOUR GENOME?

Genetic Counseling
After receiving your results, our worldwide network of clinical genetics experts
will help you navigate through your reports. Dante Labs will contact you to
schedule an appointment with our best-in-class medical doctors.

45 minutes video call (15 minutes for
specific questions);
Information on relevant variants found on
your reports;
Counselling on further tests and lifestyle.

...

Start the journey that
will change your life

DANTE LABS
Fitness and Diet

Contact us
Dante Labs c/o Tecnopolo D'Abruzzo, Strada
Statale 17, 67100,
L'Aquila (AQ), Italy
Email: contact@dantelabs.com
Website: www.dantelabs.com

